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The 2016 Summer Olympics are in Rio de Janeiro and their motto is “Live your passion.” 

My passion is DIY. While the entire country is united around a single goal, bringing 

home the gold, I’m going to show you how you can get in on the Olympic action by 

creating your own Olympic medals, torch and fun!

OLYMPIC RINGS

Add a splash of Olympic color to your party with the Olympic rings as a wall hang-

ing.  Fun fact, each ring represents the �ve inhabited continents of the world while 

the colors — blue, yellow, black, green and red — represent the national �ags of the 

world.  Here’s how to make your own:

• Get 5 foam wreaths.

• Use 5 colored streamers or ribbons.

• Wrap each wreath with the same color streamer/ribbon.

• Glue them together, and add hooks to the back. 
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THE OLYMPIC TORCH

Trekking from Greece, and all around 

Brazil, in the hands of over 12,000 

runners, the Olympic torch is a moving 

tribute to perseverance. You can add a 

little faux �re to your tabletop with this 

easy DIY torch design.

• Use an old �ower vase, or candle  

 stick holders.

• Get a handful of yellow and orange  

 tissue paper. 

• Paint the vase gold. Then add tissue  

 paper. 

THE MEDALS 

Leave the competition to the athletes. 

At your Olympic party, everyone can 

go home with gold, or at least bronze. 

Start by making a salt dough to deco-

rate as Olympic medals. 

Here’s how:

• You will need 4 cups of all-purpose  

 �our

• 1 cup of salt 

• 1½ cups of warm water

• First mix the �our and salt together. 

• Gradually add in the warm water.

• Knead the dough until it’s soft and  

 smooth.

• Use a rolling pin on a lightly �oured  

 surface to roll the dough out until it’s  

 about ¼” thick. 

• Use a cookie cutter (or the top of a  

 glass) to cut circles.

• Use a straw to make a hole in the top  

 to lace the ribbon through. 

• I used a cookie-cutter to stamp 

 Olympic rings.

• Bake in a 300-degree oven for about  

 one hour. 

• Use acrylic paint to color the medals  

 gold, silver and bronze. 

• Once dry, cover them with a coat 

 of Mod Podge Gloss sealer and  

 �nishing spray. 

• Let them sit for several hours to dry.  

 Add a ribbon to the ornament so your  

 guests can hang their shiny medal  

 around their neck. 

Now, everyone can say they are an 

Olympic champion!


